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A Tale
of Two Cities
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The doomed metropolis of Pompeii brings a glimpse of 
the glory that was Rome to Orlando.

Central Florida’s City Beautiful 
plays host to an ancient counterpart this summer. The 
two of them have more in common than you might 
think.

In one of the most anticipated exhibitions in its 
history, the Orlando Science Center’s (OSC) Pompeii: 
the Immortal City, is a tribute to the people and places of 
that fabled city and neighboring Herculaneum, buried 
and preserved beneath tons of hot ash by a volcanic 
eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. 

The traveling exhibition, on display from June 6 to 
Sept.7, uses a wide-screen, window-rattling re-creation 
to dramatize the catastrophe. But its chief focus is to 
create a picture of the luxuries, lifestyles and day-to-day 
living experiences of its inhabitants. 

Orlando residents have grown accustomed to the 
sight of construction cranes on their day-to-day freeway 
commutes. So did the workaday citizens of Pompeii as 
they made their way through the crowded, stone-paved 
thoroughfares of their city. Because of the damage done 
by an earthquake 17 years prior, many buildings in the 
thriving port city and cultural center were still being 
rebuilt on the day Mount Vesuvius exploded. A model 
of one of the reconstruction cranes is included in the 
exhibition, along with other examples of ingenious 
Roman-made devices, tools and instruments. 

Chances are you stop by a convenience store as part 
of your 9-to-5 routine. Pompeii’s commuters patron-
ized our version of snack bars — or cook shops called 
thermopolia. None of those customers would, however, 
get the chance on that fateful day to sample the freshly 
baked loaf of bread, shaped like a pizza and pre-sliced in 

triangular wedges, preserved in the ashes and destined 
to become an artifact in the exhibit. 

There was fine dining too, at least for the upper 
classes of Pompeii — and for you too, if you are inter-
ested. An array of cultural organizations have collab-
orated with OSC to stage complementary events. For 
example, Orlando restaurant critic Joseph Hayes and 
writer Jennifer Greenhill-Taylor researched the ancient 
city’s cuisine, then planned a series of authentic dining 
experiences. 

“We know a lot about what they were eating from the 
philosophers and other writers of the day,” say Hayes, 
who challenged several area chefs to prepare dishes 
using only ingredients that would have been available 
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then  — local vegetables and fruits; wheat imported 
from elsewhere in the empire, including Great Britain 
and Egypt; spices that had made their way to Pompeii 
across trade routes from the East; and concoctions of 
honey, figs and curdled cheese for dessert. 

Seven area restaurants are hosting Pompeii-cuisine 
lecture and sampling sessions in May and June. 

Other local tie-in events include an augmented- 
reality antiquity scenario created by Snap! Orlando; The 
Women of Pompeii original stage production by Mad 
Cow Theatre; a working model of a volcano designed by 
the Creative City Project; two classic-art lectures; a “Life 
and Death of Pompeii” symposium; an exhibition part-
nered by students from the University of Central Florida 
and Lake Eola Charter School to be displayed in OSC’s 
Fusion STEM Gallery; and a film festival at Enzian that 
includes a screening of Spartacus, the 1960 classic star-
ring Kirk Douglas, in 70 mm and Dolby sound.

The main attraction itself, made possible by a grant 
from Orange County Government through the Arts and 
Cultural Affairs program, was developed by the Galileo 
Museum of Florence. More than 100 carefully excavated 
artifacts are on display in Pompeii, which takes roughly 
an hour to tour. The artifacts, on loan from the Naples 
National Archaeological Museum, include a bronze 
statue of Apollo and a portrait of Dionysus, the Greek 
god of wine; fresco paintings, statues and a gladiator 
helmet; and decorative objects created using a fashion-
able new material of the era — glass.

Also included is a reproduction of a Pompeii villa’s 
atrium and two of the astonishing, finely detailed plas-
ter casts that have been made of the city’s fallen resi-
dents, some of whose buried corpses gradually disin-
tegrated, leaving behind full-body impressions of their 
features, clothing and belongings as hollows in the 
congealed ash that engulfed them. 

Part of the exhibition is devoted to telling the stories of 
individuals who lived in and around the city of roughly 
15,000 residents — about the size of Baldwin Park — 
from rank-and-file citizens to Pliny the Elder, a Roman 
fleet commander in the Bay of Naples who went ashore 
to the stricken city to try to help the survivors only to die 
as one of the roughly 2,000 killed in the disaster. 

Throughout the summer months, the Pompeiians’ 
day-to-day industry, heroism and ingenuity, love of 
beauty and joy for life suffuse the Science Center. 
Surely, they would be delighted at the homage being 
paid them from across the arc of time by a not-so- 
different sister city.

For tickets, schedules and information about the 
exhibition and related events, visit osc.org.

Mike McLeod teaches writing at Rollins College and 
writes about the arts for several publications.
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